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INCENDIARIES ON DUSSELDORF

last right’s attack on Dusseldorf was the heaviest raid that Bomber

Command has yet made on a moonless night. However, first numbers of flares,
and. then the fires which sprang up from over one hundred thousand incendiary

bombs, did the work of the moon.

Hundreds of searchlights round Dusseldorf made what one pilot called

"a wall of light" in front of the target. Searchlights are, of course, much

more effective on dark than on moonlight nights. There have always been massed

batteries of anti-aircraft guns, both heavy and light, in the Dusseldorf area;

last night these put up a fierce and con tin ’barrage* ?

Flares and fires made landmarks conspicuous. Before long Dusseldorf was

a furnace.

The leading aircraft of a Lancaster squadron carrying a heavy load of high

explosives roach Dusseldorf while the early flares were still going down.

"It was a nice bit of timing", the pilot said, " The Journey over had been

dark, but the sky was very dear - we didn’t see more than three or four little

clouds all the way - and the flares were lighting up the town brilliantly, streets,

buildings, the Rhine •- everything stood out under the flares. We circled round

and then turned back along the river and let them have it.

'lt was too soon for the fires to have taken hold, but we could see them

starting up,
red points through the searchlights. As we came away they grew end

grew. The glow in the sky spread and overtook us. We were travelling fast

enough, but it seemed a long time before we were out of the target area. It

wasn’t until we were over the sea, that e lost sight of the glow in the east,"

The captain of a Halifan, an experienced squadron commander, stayed until the

end of the attack to make a special report. Ho described how smoke from the

immense fires in Dusseldorf drifted across the Rhine. The whole attack took

Just under an hour. Rapid bombardment effectively confused the defences. One

of the first pilots over the target reported that "all the searchlights and flak

in Germany must have been collected there," but later reports described the flak

as no more than moderate.

Dusseldorf, a town of more than half a. million inhabitants, is Just outside

the Ruhr valley but belongs to the same industrial concentration. Its steel

and iron foundries, machine factories, And armament works are as important as those

of Essen,

In a heavy attack in bright moonlight on the night of July 31, groat damage

was done to some of Dusseldorf’s main factories - the Stahlwerk Krieg (steel
casting works), the Werkzeug Maschinen Fabrik Schiess Gefries (makers of

magnetic sea nines and machine tools), and many others. All indications are that

last night’s moonless raid will have done damage on a vast scale.


